INTRODUCTION
Topology optimization is a widely used computational method for generating optimal structural designs by systematically distributing material throughout a two-or three-dimensional working domain. The method was first proposed by Bendsøe and Kikuchi [1] in 1988 and has been used to solve a wide variety of problems, from the design of piezoelectric nanostructures [2] to synthesis of bistable viscoelastic systems [3] . The method relies upon finite element analysis to discretize the working domain and model the mechanical response of the structure. The material distribution within the optimized structure is generally represented using a pixelated grayscale image, where each pixel corresponds to the material properties of a discrete element within the finite element mesh. Consequently, one of the major challenges encountered when using topology optimization is achieving a smooth material interface, as the resolution of the boundary between disparate material regions is limited by the coarseness of the finite element mesh. A jagged boundary is impractical for visualization purposes, as well as for manufacturing.
The simplest solution to this problem is to increase the number of elements in the finite element mesh. While this approach can lead to mesh-dependence issues [4, 5] , these issues can be resolved using filtering techniques [6] or Heaviside projection [7] . Instead, the main drawback of increasing the number of elements is the increased computational cost of the finite element analysis. This cost is particularly high when solving problems involving material or geometric nonlinearities [8, 9] . Other authors have sought to mitigate the increased computational cost by performing adaptive mesh refinement [10, 11] . In this way, they increase the number of elements only in the regions of the domain that contain transitions. While this approach leads to fewer elements than uniform mesh-refinement, it still significantly increases the cost of the finite element analysis, and it introduces conceptual challenges as the code developer must implement a complex procedure for detecting and refining the material interface. A third option is to take a level set approach, in which users directly optimize the location of the material boundary, by implicitly representing the path of the boundary as a higher-order function [12] . This method enables smooth boundary representation even with a relatively coarse finite element mesh. However, like adaptive mesh-refinement, this method introduces additional complexity to the algorithm, as the developer must implement functions for interpolating, evolving, and reinitializing the level set function [13] .
Another class of solutions to the issues of boundary coarseness involves post-processing of low-resolution designs. One such approach is to smooth the boundary using spline interpolation [14] . Yet there is no closed form interpolation solution for increasing domain resolution while still maintaining the precise geometry of the underlying optimized structure. An alternative approach is to optimize a nonlinear function approximator to predict the domain of a high-resolution design given a low-resolution input. Framed in this manner, the problem becomes one of single image super-resolution; i.e., enhancing the resolution of a low-resolution image. Machine learning algorithms are one approach to solving this problem. For example, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been shown to successfully produce an end-to-end mapping between low-and high-resolution images from color image data sets [15, 16] . In this context, end-to-end refers to the ability of these models to output high-resolution images without the need for detailed feature engineering or independent optimization of various model aspects. However, one drawback of a deep CNN implementation is that it typically requires optimization of a large number of network parameters, thus requiring a large training data set to achieve high model accuracy. For example, Dong et al. train a network with 8,032 parameters using data sets ranging from 24,800 to over 5 million observations [16] . Large, publicly available image data sets such as ImageNet support the use of such deep networks. However, images in these data sets are complex color images which may not be representative of grayscale images produced by topology optimization algorithms. We therefore focus on shallow multilayer perceptron artificial neural networks (referred to as ANNs for simplicity) trained on topology optimization-specific images for this paper. Our proposed method uses 20 images partitioned down to a range of 1,198 to 3,486 observations depending on the model selected, thus requiring significantly less data than what is common in deep CNN applications. ANNs similar to our proposed models have successfully been used for pattern recognition of grayscale handwritten numbers [17] and interpolation of grayscale source images for conversion to color [18] .
We therefore present the following as the guiding hypothesis of the current study: ANNs can be used to process low-resolution grayscale images generated by topology optimization algorithms and produce high-resolution presentations of the optimized designs. Furthermore, this task can be accomplished without compromising structural integrity, without requiring prohibitively large training data sets, and with a fraction of the computational effort required to implement mesh-refinement strategies.
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION

Background
ANNs have been successfully applied to a variety of problems, including pattern recognition and classification [19] , surrogate-based design [20, 21] , reliability analysis [22] , and other prediction tasks in domains ranging from energy systems [23, 24] to bioengineering [25] and many others. ANNs are a type of machine learning method commonly applied to supervised learning problems. In supervised learning, a model is trained from a set of labeled data (i.e., each input observation has a corresponding labeled target) to produce an inferred function mapping input observation to corresponding outputs [26] . ANNs represent this inferred mapping through their network architecture, in which each connection in the network is assigned a weight whose value is optimized to minimize resulting errors in prediction of training data. Prediction tasks are often separated into classification and regression. Classification concerns prediction of a category (e.g., a hand-written numerical digit) or qualitative variable (e.g., gender) for an input observation; in comparison, regression concerns prediction of a quantitative numerical value associated with an input observation. Here, we apply ANNs as a nonlinear function approximator for a supervised learning regression problem, namely single image super-resolution of optimized topology domains.
An ANN is represented by a network of artificial neurons, inspired by connectivity among millions of neurons within the body. Information is provided to an ANN at its layer of input nodes, in the form of an observation (i.e., a record within a data set) represented by a vector or multidimensional array of matching dimension to the layer of input nodes. This information then passes through one or more connected layers of nodes to produce predicted values at output nodes. Information passing through the network goes through activation functions defined at each node. A simple artificial neuron is the perceptron, which uses a threshold-based activation function to produce a binary output given a linear combination of input values [27] . Other common activation functions for ANNs are linear, sigmoid, tansig, and rectified linear units. Figure 1 shows a notional artificial neuron and common activation functions employed within ANNs. Edge weights represent the influence of each input to a node. The weighted sum of inputs is then supplied to a node's activation function to determine the output of that node as follows (using a sigmoid activation as an example),
where is the value for the i th input variable, is the weight for the edge from the i th node in the (l th -1) layer to the j th node in the l th layer, is the weighted sum of inputs to the j th node in the l th layer, and is the activation value of the j th node in the l th layer. Nonlinear activation functions such as the sigmoid function, combined with highly connected network architectures, allow ANNs to model complex, highly nonlinear relationships in data. Figure 2 shows a fully connected ANN with one hidden layer for predicting N output variables given an observation consisting of d features (i.e., input variables). Note that bias nodes are not shown in Figures 1 or 2 . Weight values for the entire network are adjusted during the training process to minimize prediction errors using a defined cost function. We choose mean squared error (MSE) due to its smoothness and analytical differentiability, calculated as follows,
where � is the predicted output and the actual target value for data point i. A differentiable cost function enables use of gradient-based optimization methods such as gradient descent for optimizing network weights. Individual weights can then be updated as follows,
where η is the learning rate hyper-parameter, C is the cost function gradient, is a network weight for the current iteration, and ′ is the updated weight to be used in the next iteration. Backpropagation can be used to determine cost function gradients. Choosing the architecture of an ANN (i.e., its number of nodes, hidden layers, and connections) and associated hyperparameters is often driven by heuristic and practical guidelines, though grid searches and response surface mapping have also been used to guide the process [29] . 
Neural Network Architecture
We use a fully connected, feedforward ANN architecture with a single hidden layer of 15 nodes for all results from this study. This architecture provides a computationally efficient method able to capture desired nonlinearities within domain data, without unnecessarily complicating the training and hyper-parameter selection process. Figure 3 shows an example architecture explored in this paper, with 3x3 input and 6x6 output patches. Inputs to and outputs from our ANNs are patches of a grayscale image representing an optimized topology domain (discussed further in Section 2.3). Input and output vectors therefore represent density values within a given portion of the domain and take values between zero and one. As such, we use sigmoid activation functions at output nodes to restrict outputs to be in the range of zero and one. However, the sigmoid activation at the output produces 0.5 with an input of zero, making it difficult for the network to learn to produce an output of exactly zero for void inputs. We therefore employ a hyperbolic tangent filter to map output values of the ANN so that void input elements produce a strictly zero output, as follows,
where is the ANN output and represents final predicted density value. We vary inputoutput patch sizes and hidden layer activation functions during this study. We consider input patches ranging from 2x2 to 5x5 (with corresponding output patches ranging from 4x4 to 10x10). We also consider sigmoid and tansig activation functions for hidden nodes, where all nodes within a layer have the same activation function. 
Network Training
To support supervised training of our networks, we generate a data set of domain image pairs, such that each low-resolution input image has a corresponding high-resolution target image. We use Sigmund's minimum compliance Matlab code [30] to generate 20 different minimum compliance domains used within the training data set after appropriate post-processing [31] . Figure 4 shows the geometry and boundary conditions for the topology optimization design domain used for generating all structures used in the training process. The topology optimization for minimization of compliance can be described as follows,
:
where U and F are the global displacement and force vectors, respectively, K is the global stiffness matrix, ue and ke are the element displacement and stiffness matrices, respectively, x is the vector of design variables, xmin is the vector of minimum relative densities, D is the number of elements used to discretize the design domain, p is the penalization power, V(x) and V0 are the material volume and design domain volume, respectively, and f is the prescribed volume fraction. We use an original optimized domain output as the high-resolution target within a training pair. We then produce a corresponding low-resolution domain by pairwise averaging adjacent rows and columns. Figure 5 shows a target and input domain after the rows and columns have been averaged. All domains are then partitioned into smaller patches to generate a data set of input-target pairs large enough for training the network. Two approaches are considered for generating domain patches: an independent approach and an overlapping one. Each approach is similar to how a CNN utilizes kernel filters to generate feature maps. An initial kernel size is selected to determine an observation area of the structure (e.g., 2x2 pixels). A stride is then selected to determine how far the kernel moves to select the next observation. Both approaches begin by partitioning the low-resolution domain within a training pair. The independent approach starts with a defined kernel or patch size (we use kernel sizes ranging from 2x2 to 5x5 pixels for different models) and defines the initial starting location to be the upper left of the domain. Additional patches are then defined by shifting the kernel by the selected stride such that each element belongs to at most one patch. The corresponding high-resolution target domain is then partitioned into patches of twice the resolution of the inputs (i.e., if the input kernel is 2x2 pixels, then the target kernel is 4x4) in a similar manner. Figure 6a shows the first two observations generated from a notional domain using the independent partition approach with a 2x2 kernel and stride of two.
The overlapping approach follows a similar pattern to that of the independent approach, except we decrease the stride such that generated patches contain overlapping portions of the original domain. This approach allows for more neighboring element information to be passed into the network between input observations, enabling smoother transitions between patches. Although this method allows for more information to be passed between observations, reassembly of the output requires additional processing. When patches overlap during reassembly, values of elements contained by multiple patches are calculated as the average over their values within those patches. All overlapping results presented in this study only allow one column of overlapped elements between patches; i.e., all considered results with the overlapping approach use a stride length of one less than the kernel size along a given axis. Figure 6b shows the first two observations generated from a notional domain using the overlapping partition approach with a 2x2 kernel and stride of one.
Figure 6: Data set generation for input and target observations of both independent and overlapping approaches, with overlapped elements highlighted in grey
These low-resolution/high-resolution patch pairs are then used to train the network, where low-resolution patches are used as inputs and high-resolution patches as targets. An "observation" then refers to a single input-target patch pair. We partition the data such that 80% of observations are used for training, 10% for validation, and 10% for testing with unseen data. The training set is used to optimize network weights, while the validation set is used to prevent model overfitting by providing a separate data set to calculate errors used for stopping criteria in network training. The test set is composed of data unseen by the network during training, and therefore used to assess overall model performance. Observations are randomly assigned to one of the three data sets. We also looked at a data split of 60%-20%-20% but the results showed minor reduction in performance (see Section 3.1) and therefore all results presented will follow an 80%-10%-10% data split.
We use gradient descent to optimize weights in the network, specifically using the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm. We choose the LM algorithm because it is a hybrid of the Gauss-Newton and gradient descent algorithms, utilizing steepest descent when further away from a minimum and switching to a second order Gauss-Newton approximation when nearing a minimum. The LM algorithm uses the following approximation for updating a minimum where J is the Jacobian, μ is the damping coefficient between the Gauss-Newton and gradient descent methods, and e is the network error, Figure 7 describes the overall training process, including an iterative loop involving the training data set. The training data set was generated from a set of 20 structures, seen in Figure 8 . These 20 structures were created by varying the mesh resolution and aspect ratio used in the topology optimization algorithm. This enabled us to generate a variety of structures that differed in both their topology and mesh resolution. In this way, the network was trained to handle various input domain resolutions, rather than being trained specifically for a single resolution. 
Network Error
Once a network has been trained, the question of model adequacy is of prime concern. For simplicity, network architectures were held constant between cases with only a change in activation functions. Based on the cost function shown in equation 3, the average observation MSE of a network can be calculated as
where N is the number of output nodes, and B is the number of total observations. Note that this MSE only characterizes the average error in predicting individual observations or patches, not the total error in a high-resolution topology generated by reassembling output patches. Figure 9 displays average observation MSE for training and test data, using architectures with various input patch sizes, data generated using independent and overlapping approaches, and hyperbolic tangent and sigmoid activation functions for hidden layer nodes. As discussed in Section 2.2, a sigmoid function was used for output layer nodes in all cases. The average observation MSE for training and test cases are relatively low, suggesting that valid models are produced and the data is not being overfitted. Comparing models trained on data generated using independent versus overlapping approaches, overlapping cases generally produce lower average observation MSE than corresponding independent cases. The benefits of the overlapping approach over the independent one become particularly pronounced as patch size is increased. Training errors increase with patch size for models trained using the independent approach; test errors generally increase with patch size as well. The opposite trend is seen for models trained using the overlapping approach; here, training and test errors generally decrease as patch size increases. These trends are likely due to the increase in information of neighbor cells provided by averaging of overlapping patches in the overlapping approach. Overall, the activation function of the hidden layer does not notably influence trends in model errors, suggesting that network weights are able to handle major discrepancies between the considered activation functions. Therefore, the remaining results will follow a 4x4 input patch size using tanh hidden layer activation due to its lowest test MSE per observation, unless noted otherwise. Table 1 shows percent errors for models trained using a 60%-20%-20% data split, rather than a 80%-10%-10% split. The errors are calculated similarly to Figure 9 , using the MSE per input patch compared to the desired target over the whole training, validation, and test sets. Network activations were tanh for hidden layers, with training data generated by the overlapping approach. These results show higher test errors for 60%-20%-20% cases with larger patch sizes than corresponding 80%-10%-10% cases. However, test errors are lower for 60%-20%-20% cases with smaller patch sizes than corresponding 80%-10%-10%. Since networks trained with larger patch sizes generally provide lower errors than those trained with smaller patches sizes, we use the 80%-10%-10% split for remaining results. 
Compliance Analysis of Network Output
Although our ANN models produce adequate MSE results for training and test observations, structural integrity must also be verified. We tested the structural integrity of network outputs by first reassembling output patches to form a complete structure (e.g., reassembling patches to form one of the training structures shown in Figure 8 ). We then performed finite element analysis on the reassembled high-resolution output structure and compared that analysis to one performed on the original high-resolution optimized structure (i.e., the target structure). We specifically analyzed structural compliance in these comparisons, as structural compliance is the actual objective of the topology optimization problem. The structural compliance (C) is proportional to the internal strain energy of the structure, and by minimizing this function, we effectively maximize the structure's stiffness with respect to a given load, F. The compliance is evaluated using the following equation,
and U is the global displacement vector, F is global consistent force vector, and K is the global stiffness matrix used in the finite element analysis. As the resolution is refined, the compliance of the structure will change due to an increase or decrease in volume. The following formula is used to calculate the total volume of a structure before and after being passed into the ANN,
where V is the structure's overall mass (per unit thickness), is the density corresponding to element i, and is the area corresponding to element i. Note that our mesh domains are uniform and they exclusively contain unit square elements, so the area of each element is simplified to one. Figure 10 shows a comparison of a target high-resolution optimized test structure (from Figure 11a ) to high-resolution reassembled outputs from networks trained for various patch sizes. Table 2 shows corresponding compliance and volume errors for these reassembled structures. Compliance and volume errors are calculated relative to the target optimized high-resolution structure. These results show that the networks slightly change output structures relative to their target; this change can be observed in the elastic response of the output structures. However, this error is relatively modest and is similar in magnitude to the difference in compliance that we would have observed if we were to, for instance, double the filter radius. These results also indicate that the size of the patches used in the training data impacts the fidelity of output structures, with larger patches leading to network output topologies that have slightly less error. This outcome follows the trend of network model error decreasing as patch size increases, seen in Section 3.1. One possible source of error in our network output topologies is that low-resolution inputs in the training data set are generated by averaging target high-resolution optimized structures. While this averaging process captures the overall characteristics of the target structure, it may be introducing errors that are then propagated through network models and into high-resolution reassembled output structures. Table 3 shows compliance and volume errors for averaged input structures compared to their high-resolution optimized target structures, for four of the structures used within the training data. Specifically, these structures correspond to the four structures in the left most column of Figure 8 going from top to bottom. Table 3 also shows minimum, maximum, and average errors calculated for all 20 structures used in the training data set. These results show that while some of the errors observed in network output structures may come from the models themselves, their low-resolution inputs are likely contributing to observed errors as well. 
Testing Networks Outside of Training Data
We also test network models with six additional topology domains generated to be significantly different than the 20 training cases. These additional domains were kept outside of the original data set, such that they are unseen during model training. High-resolution target structures for the six additional test cases are presented in Figure 11 . Figure 12 displays the target high-resolution topology from Figure 11b , along with its corresponding averaged network input topology and network output topology. Based on visual inspection, the main features of this structure are preserved between the optimized topology and network output; however, there are some differences between the optimized and network output topologies, as the network topology becomes thinner than the original in some regions. Figure 12d -f show close-up views of the interface region where the domain transitions from solid to void, demonstrating the ability of the network to improve the resolution of most domain boundaries. Thus, while there are some errors associated with predicting thin members of the structure, the ability of the network to accurately improve resolution in other areas of the structure suggests this approach has potential value for producing accurate high-resolution topologies. We also note that this structure was generated to be notably different than those used within the training process, and thus represents a worst-case scenario for this approach. We also consider using the high-resolution optimized topology as an input to be passed through a trained network, with the goal of producing an even higher-resolution output. This approach bypasses the input of an averaged domain into the network; note that this network has already been trained using averaged domains as discussed in Section 2.3. Figure 13 shows outputs from passing two of the additional test structures through a trained network to produce an even higher-resolution output. As expected, these results show that passing the original optimized topology through the network produces an even higher-resolution topology with more clearly defined domain boundaries. Due to the presence of the sensitivity filter [30] , all optimized designs contain a narrow band of intermediate density elements, as the transition from solid to void must occur gradually across several elements. This feature is undesirable, but is necessary to avoid checkerboarding and mesh-dependence [31] . While there exist several methods for avoiding the fuzzy boundaries associated with density filtering (i.e. level set methods [12] and Heaviside filtering [7] ), these methods increase the complexity and computational cost of the topology optimization algorithm. By applying the network model, we are able to substantially reduce the prevalence of the transition layer, producing a more welldefined material boundary.
Recursive Application
Users of this approach may also wish to further increase the resolution of output topologies by applying a network recursively. Here, we explore the impact of applying a network multiple times on a single input topology. Two cases are considered, both involving trusses similar to those used in the training set. These include a low-resolution input (30x15) and a highresolution input (144x80), each of which is passed through a network twice. Figure 14 shows the 30x15 pixel structure being increased to 60x30 pixels then to 120x60, along with close-up images of the corresponding boundary edge transition for all outputs. Figure 15 follows the same process starting with the 144x80 pixel structure. Figure 14 , the low-resolution structure starts producing structural errors within the first pass through the network. These errors are then propagated forward to the second output. One possible explanation for this result is that the low-resolution input does not have very distinguished features, thus leading the network model to struggle with interpolating a middensity value into a whole feature. In comparison, Figure 15 shows that repeating this recursive process with the high-resolution structure produces notably better results. The overall characteristic features of the output structure are nearly identical to the input due to its welldefined features, thus enabling resolution increases and improved boundary definition with minimal structural errors. Note that when recursively applying the network, the output must be re-adjusted following each recursion using the hyperbolic tangent filter described in Section 2.2. 
Coupled, Optimized Training Pairs: An Alternative Approach
In the prior results, the low-resolution input topologies for training data were generated by averaging optimized high-resolution topologies. This approach was chosen based on the hypothesis that averaging was an efficient way to obtain low-resolution/high-resolution observation pairs that are very similar in their overall topology. As an alternative approach, we can generate our low-resolution/high-resolution pairs by performing two separate topology optimizations; one with a high-resolution mesh and the other with a low-resolution mesh that has half as many elements in each direction as the high-resolution mesh. We can ensure the similarity of the two designs by applying consistent boundary conditions and maintaining a constant filter radius. We choose a filter radius that spans 1.25 elements for the low-resolution mesh, and a filter radius that spans 2.5 elements for the high-resolution mesh. In this way, the filter radius, when measured in meters, is constant across both optimizations, and the resulting topologies are meshindependent. We refer to this approach for generating observation pairs as the coupled approach. Figure 16 shows outputs of networks trained using coupled and averaged approaches for generating observation pairs, for one of the additional test structures. These results show that output of the coupled network produces more checkered patterning around the boundary in void regions, as well as more feature loss in areas containing thin low-density connections relative to the averaged network. These characteristics indicate that significant differences exist between the optimized low-resolution and high-resolution topologies used as inputs and targets in the coupled training set. These results suggest that the averaging approach is a more effective, as well as computationally efficient, approach for generating low-resolution/high-resolution pairs for training neural networks.
Figure 16: Comparison of network outputs using coupled versus averaged low-resolution inputs
Computational Savings
One feature motivating the use of our proposed neural network approach is expected computational time savings for generating a high-resolution structure. To quantify time savings, we add the overall time taken to generate an optimized low-resolution structure to the time taken to pass this design through a pre-trained network. The resulting computational time is compared to the convergence time of a high-resolution topology optimization. Table 4 compares total time in seconds to execute each method for the 160x100 (used as a target) and 160x60 (used as an input) resolution structures shown in Figure 11 . These computations were made with a machine using an Intel i7-5930k CPU at 3.50GHz and 16GB of ram. As the domain sizes increase, the computation time of the high-resolution topology optimization becomes significantly longer than that of the low-resolution, with the neural network operation contributing a small fraction to the total computation time in each case. For example, generating the high-resolution structure with a domain size of 320x120 elements took approximately 7.3 times longer than generating a 320x120 element structure using the ANN process. Note that these computational advantages are only realized after a network has been trained. The required time to generate the data for network training, along with the training process itself, was not taken into consideration since training can be carried out once. The resulting network can then be used many times to refine any number of low-resolution designs. Overall, the estimated time to generate and average the 20 optimized domains used for training data is about 72 hours for domains ranging from 60x20 to 200x140 elements. Also note that little effort was given to improving code efficiency for generating training data; further research into reducing training time would likely reduce this overhead cost of the proposed approach.
We again note that our proposed approach treats the problem of achieving high-resolution designs as one of image super-resolution. That is, we propose integration of an image processing technique within the overall topology optimization scheme. We therefore compare our ANN approach with bilinear, bicubic, and nearest neighbor interpolation schemes (implemented using Matlab's imresize function), which could alternatively be used to increase the resolution of optimized domains. Figure 17 shows general scaling trends for algorithm run time as input image resolution increases, with corresponding regression model fits. The equations for the regression fits are given in Table 5 . The resolution of the input topology was increased by repeatedly doubling the resolution of the original, using the algorithm being analyzed to perform the resolution increase at each refinement level. The ANN used a 3x3 input patch size with independently defined patches, with ANN run time calculated as the total time required to pass through a pretrained model and complete necessary post-processing. Results for the interpolation schemes are not shown for highly refined resolutions because imresize failed to compute due to internal Matlab memory limitations; our ANN model was also implemented in Matlab for this study. Figure 17 suggests that while our ANN run times may be worse for smaller images, run times scale more desirably for higher resolution images. In fact, we see that the ANN algorithm scales nearly linearly (n ≈ 1) with the number of pixels in the input image. By contrast, for all three interpolation schemes, the approximate order of complexity (n > 1.68) is significantly higher than that of the ANN algorithm. Furthermore, these results show that the trend for ANN run time is concave down whereas the trend for the interpolation run times is concave up, suggesting that the ANN algorithm may offer better than linear scaling for large images, whereas interpolation scaling would be quadratic or worse. However, we note that the coefficient of the regression fit, C, is many orders of magnitude higher for the ANN algorithm, suggesting that the imresize function will be faster for images where the number of pixels, x, is less than 10 7 . Table 6 compares errors in output structures for the ANN and imresize interpolation schemes; here, we see that the imresize function outperforms our ANN approach for preserving the image volume. These results suggest that, for smaller images, existing interpolation schemes have advantages over our ANN algorithm with respect to execution time and image accuracy. However, our algorithm run time scales nearly linearly with the size of the image being refined and does not reach memory limitations for the resolutions considered in this study. Furthermore, we have not attempted to optimize our algorithm implementation for run time and have conducted only limited exploration of alternative network architectures within this study. Further research into our proposed approach may address many of these issues. 
Network Generalization
The results presented in previous sections all involve elastic structures optimized for minimum compliance. Here we investigate how well a trained network will perform when used to refine structures designed for other physics phenomena. In the test cases that follow, we seek to refine structures that have been optimized for maximum heat dissipation. Figure 18 shows the geometry and boundary conditions used in the optimization problem. The structure is subject to a constant thermal load (i.e. fixed-temperature, � =100 o C, Dirichlet boundary condition) at the center of the bottom surface. There is also an outward heat flux, q = 50W/m 2 , applied to the remaining portion of the structure's perimeter. The domain has dimensions of 12m x 2m, with a thickness of 1m in the z dimension. The domain is discretized into a uniform grid containing 6144 square elements. The thermal structures are optimized for maximum average temperature throughout the material domain, based on a linear, steady-state, thermal conductivity analysis [33] , and subject to a constraint on the material volume. We test the neural network using two different structures, both optimized using the same boundary conditions, but containing different materials with different thermal conductivity values, and constrained to different volume fractions. Table 7 shows the optimization problem specifications for each test structure. To test the generalizability of the ANN-based refinement approach, both of the thermally optimized structures were refined using a single forward pass through a neural network already trained using structures designed for elastic stiffness. Figures 19 and 20 show the original optimized structures and the corresponding output structure after ANN-based refinement. We see that the algorithm performs similarly to the prior test results with minor errors. This comparison shows the generalizability of the method and indicates that, once the network is trained, it can be used to perform refinement on a variety of structures. To quantify the error introduced by the refinement process, we compute the total volume fraction (described by Eq. 10 but normalized by the number of elements) of each refined structure, and compare this number with the volume fraction of the original (input) structure. The results are shown in Table  8 . The values shown in Table 8 are similar to the volume changes observed in Table 3 , thus further supporting the hypothesis that the ANN approach is largely agnostic to the physics used in the optimization problem. 
CONCLUSION
This study presents a new approach for achieving high-resolution topology optimization designs by training an ANN on a small set of optimized structures that were further divided into small patches to represent an observation. Overall, ANNs were able to significantly reduce the computation time of a typical high mesh optimization procedure, while also improving upon the boundary transition region of the structure. This process can allow for a quicker and easier manufacturing and prototype testing process for topology optimization-derived structures with only minor losses in design precision.
Further application of this study showed that it is possible to iteratively apply the ANN process to an optimized structure, though this process has the drawback of needing a sufficiently optimized starting structure. As the ANN is applied iteratively, further error will be introduced into the model and resolution issues arise if the desired resolution output is much larger than the resolutions seen in training. Considering the alternative approach of coupling optimized lowresolution and high-resolution structure pairs, there was no real performance advantage. Since these results are focused on reducing computation time, the averaging approach will perform adequately on the resolutions presented in this study. Building upon this study, future investigation will explore the application of this method to multi-material topology optimization and three-dimensional structures.
